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spotlights focussed on particular works themselves, to help us see more 
clearly into the details. Both are needed. General ethics can learn much from 
the special challenges raised in close wrestling with particular areas where 
policy is required. Specific ethics can benefit from the connections provided by 
the powerful abstractions of general ethics. In the end Devine reaches a sound 
conclusion: 
The most distinctive public responsibility [of philosophers] is not tied to any 
particular issue. It is to do what we can to produce citizens who are aware 
of the issues and the tradition of discussing them rationally (p. 20). 
This is true. But there is nothing wrong in principle with examining "the issues" 
closely, in pools of intense light, as well as distantly, in large areas of general 
illumination. If in practice philosophers become partisan propagandists, this is 
a reflection of our human frailties, not an argument against giving special ethical 
attention to medicine, business, the environment, war, and the like. 
Finally, the book suffers from an anticlimactic ending. The real climax is 
the moral argument for God offered in Chapter 6. There the weakness of 
nihilism makes contact with the potency of theism and everything is tied 
together, morally and epistemologically. It is a bold stroke to cap many such 
strokes. There are questions left, of course. For example, does Devine really 
want to rest so much on mere "picture preference" when choosing between 
a personal deity and austere, impersonal Truth? But, despite many unsettled 
issues, the book coheres and concludes there. 
Unfortunately, Chapter 7, on religion, tries to cover so many issues that the 
book thins out like a fresh stream into a marshy delta. At the very end Devine 
adds a promissory note for another book on "problems that arise when one 
attempts to embody this project in our world ... " (p. 109). Actually, the 
religion chapter already starts this embodied discussion. This is why, perhaps, 
it feels disconnected from the previous chapters of the book. 
We may look forward to another run at these themes, then picked up again 
and more fully treated, when Devine delivers on his promised next volume. 
Meanwhile, we have a book in hand that deserves-and will doubtless at-
tract-plenty of attention. 
Theology and Integration, Four Essays in Philosophical Theology. Anders JefTner. 
(Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Doctrinae Christianae Upsaliensia, 28) 
Distributed by Almqvist & Wiksell International, Stockholm; 1987; 73 pp. n.p. 
ALAN P. F. SELL, The University of Calgary 
One of Sweden's most perceptive philosophical theologians here presents 
four essays, the running theme of which is the relationship between religious 
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truth-claims and non-religious knowledge. The brief Introduction leaves us 
in no doubt as to the author's standpoint: "I am a pronounced antagonist of all 
notions that theology enjoys a protected intellectual area .... There is ... a basic 
intellectual meeting-point common to Christians and non-Christians." 
In "World language and world picture" Dr. leffner reviews the attempts of 
lohn Wilkins and Leibniz to devise a scientific world language. Echoes of 
such quests are heard in latter-day empiricism-in which connection a tension 
is noted between the early and the later Wittgenstein: "the later Wittgenstein 's 
view of language as a series of distinct and separate games can easily breed 
the sort of fragmentation of knowledge that the world language tradition was 
trying to combat." Dr. leffner concludes that while we may not need a world 
language, we do need a world picture. 
So to "Theories of religious language and theological argumentation." Dr. 
leffner sets out from the embarrassment he feels when systematic theologians 
accept the premisses, "God loves all men" and "there is a form of existence 
in which everything happens in accordance with the will of God and finally 
this form of existence will be the only one," whilst resisting the conclusion, 
"Everyone who participates in the final form of existence will be in a good 
and happy state." He cannot see how some can accept the literal truth of the 
premisses and the literal truth of eternal punishment-a "trivial confusion" 
this. Again, some may wish to accept the premisses but deny the conclusion, 
by fastening on the religious content of the premisses whilst at the same time 
appealing to a mystery which cannot be conceptualized. On which Dr. leffner 
is blunt: "if you adopt this position, you should not contemplate writing thick 
textbooks of systematic theology." Yet others may protest that a Christian 
believer alone may see what follows from the premisses; but Dr. leffner will 
have no truck with such privileged vantage-points. He concurs with those who 
posit a known similarity of meaning as between religious and non-religious 
terms, and regrets that so many theologians proceed no further than the assertion 
of similarity: they retreat from close analyses of similarities and dissimilarities. 
In "Criteria of truth in theology" Dr. leffner laments that whilst paying 
deference to the prima facie truth of Biblical assertions, doctrinal theologians 
"seldom use accordance with a Biblical assertion as a general criterion of 
truth." Tradition acts as a filter and, for good measure, experience is also 
appealed to. Further, the doctrinal theologian will often resort to the Bible 
without paying due heed to what, on exegetical grounds, may properly be 
said. Dr. leffner regrets that very few theologians explicitly discuss the meta-
rules which are necessary in weighing criteria, and he stoutly opposes those 
who flee from the question of criteria into descriptive statements of what 
Christians believe. The theologian must have reasons for his basic assertions, 
and religious experiences will come into play at this point; but they must be 
balanced against scientific and moral criteria. Moreover, the importance of 
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inter-subjectivity in religious experience must not be overlooked, and the 
hope for absolute objectivity in theology must be suppressed. 
The final paper concerns "Christian patterns of history." Dr. Jeffner notes 
the ways in which metaphysical patterns of history (e.g., Cullmann's) fail at 
crucial exegetical points, and seek to bypass empirical testing procedures. 
There are problems both with biblical prophecy and with fashionable tempo-
ral eschatology. Nevertheless, Christianity can offer the historian frame-
works, contours and guidelines-with all of which value factors are 
inextricably interwoven. We thus have the building-stones for a tenable meta-
physic of history, which will assist our orientation in reality. 
Anders Jeffner's papers are provocative in the best sense; he excels at 
peppery "words to the wise." Thus: "there is a risk of the historians of 
theologies interesting themselves more in internal, ecclesiastical squabbles 
than in the interplay between Biblical faith and culture in the broadest sense." 
Or again, "It seems to be part of the role of the preacher to disguise other 
criteria of truth than the Biblical. I cannot avoid the remark that the magnif-
icent term 'hermeneutics' is often little more than an excuse for such a 
disguise of criteria." 
At certain points we ask for more: on the "question mark" to be placed 
over the distinction between natural and revealed theology, for example; or 
on the analysis of the notion of divine-human encounter, which is crucial to 
Dr. Jeffner's understanding of history. 
The book is slightly marred by a few typographical slips, but it abounds in 
considerable learning worn lightly. Even most English philosophers have (to 
put it tactfully!) forgotten John Wilkins; but Popper, the Hansons, Quick, 
Bochenski, Hegel, Pannenberg-these and others are also here. 
It is to be hoped that Dr. Jeffner's refreshing critique of both Anglo-Saxon 
and continental European theories will be widely studied, and that his earnest 
plea for theological integrity will be heeded. 
